Attorney for the Guam Power Authority

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC AUDITOR
PROCUREMENT APPEALS

IN THE APPEAL OF

Shanghai Electric Power Japan Co., Ltd.
and Terra Energy, Inc.,
Appellant.

DOCKET NO. OPA-PA-17-008

APPELLEE’S EXHIBIT LIST

COMES NOW, the GUAM POWER AUTHORITY, by and through its counsel of record, D. GRAHAM BOTHA, ESQ., and submits its Exhibit List for the October 24, 2017, hearing as follows:

A. IFB GPA-005-17, Tab 1
B. Amendments I, II – VII, and questions, Tab 7-12
C. Bid Abstract, Tab 14
D. Phase I Technical Evaluation, Tab 25
E. Amendment VIII and letters to qualified bidders – Tab 26
F. Phase I non-qualified bidders letters – Tab 27
G. Pacific Progress LLC – protest of Phase I disqualification – Tab 29
H. Amendments IX to XIII sent to Phase I qualified bidders – Tab 31-35
I. Sealed Price Proposals for 7 bidders/14 sites for Phase II – Tab 38
J. Global Sourcing – denial of procurement protest – Tab 39
K. Shanghai Electric extension of technical price proposal – Tab 41
L. Price Proposal Clarification Letter to KEPCO and Hanwha – Tab 42
M. Evaluation Committee Recommendation Letter – Tab 43
N. Letter of Intent to Award to Hanwha and KEPCO – Tab 45
O. Notice of Intent, Bid Status letter and Bid Analysis – Tab 46
P. Shanghai letter of protest – Tab 47
Q. KEPCO and Hanwha responses – Tab 49
R. GPA Denial of Shanghai protest – Tab 50
S. Shanghai OPA Protest – Tab 52
T. GPA reserves the right to use all the documents contained within the procurement record filed with the Office of the Public Auditor, and documents filed by Shanghai, Hanwha and KEPCO.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 17th day of October, 2017

D. GRAHAM BOTHA, ESQ.
GPA General Counsel